Open modules Bulletin

Since the publication of the open modules lists, there have been some minor changes to modules. You can find the changes listed under the following categories:

1. Modules no longer available in 2022/23
2. Correction to module weighting
3. Changes to Module Codes
4. Changes to Semester
5. Information regarding Open Modules available from School of Religion, Theology and Peace Studies

Modules no longer available in 2022/23

- SSU22071 – Leading Human Service Organisations is no longer running for 2022/23
- CPU22032 – Species Politics is no longer running for 2022/23
- MUU34030 – Heavy Metal replaced by MUU34019 (see also Changes to Module codes and Changes to Semester)

Correction to module weighting

- LAU22501 – Constitutional Law II is 10 ECTS not 5 ECTS

Changes to Module codes

- CLU23345 Greek Drama is now CLU22345 Greek Drama.
- FRU22051 POLITICAL THOUGHT IN FRANCE (RENAISSANCE TO THE ENLIGHTENMENT) is now FRU22052 POLITICAL THOUGHT IN FRANCE (RENAISSANCE TO THE ENLIGHTENMENT) see also Changes to Semester
- FRU22022 POLITICAL THOUGHT IN FRANCE (REVOLUTION TO THE FIFTH REPUBLIC) is now FRU22021 POLITICAL THOUGHT IN FRANCE (REVOLUTION TO THE FIFTH REPUBLIC) see also Changes to Semester
- GRU22091 German Cultural History I is now GRU22131 German Cultural History I
- GRU22092 German Cultural History II is now GRU22132 German Cultural History II
- MUU34030 Heavy Metal has been replaced by MUU33019 Heavy Metal See also Changes to Semester
- NMU22111 (History of the Ottoman Empire) is now NMU22112 (History of the Ottoman Empire). See also Changes to Semester
- NMU22212 (Early Jewish History and Literature) is now NMU22211 (Early Jewish History and Literature). See also Changes to Semester
- NMU33071 (THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS IN THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD) is now NMU33072 (THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS IN THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD). See also Changes to Semester
• **NMU33052** (INTO/OUT OF EGYPT: BIBLICAL NARRATIVES AND POPULAR CULTURE) is now **NMU33051** (INTO/OUT OF EGYPT: BIBLICAL NARRATIVES AND POPULAR CULTURE). See also [Changes to Semester](#).

**Changes to Semester**

• **FRU22051** POLITICAL THOUGHT IN FRANCE (RENAISSANCE TO THE ENLIGHTENMENT) will not run in Michaelmas Term/Semester 1. Instead **FRU22052** POLITICAL THOUGHT IN FRANCE (RENAISSANCE TO THE ENLIGHTENMENT) will run in Hilary Term/Semester 2.

• **FRU22022** POLITICAL THOUGHT IN FRANCE (REVOLUTION TO THE FIFTH REPUBLIC) will not run in Hilary Term/Semester 2. Instead, **FRU22021** POLITICAL THOUGHT IN FRANCE (REVOLUTION TO THE FIFTH REPUBLIC) will run in Michaelmas Term/Semester 1.

• **MUU34030** Heavy Metal will not run in Semester 2. Instead **MUU33019** Heavy Metal will run in Semester 1.

• **NMU22111** (History of the Ottoman Empire) will not run in Michaelmas Term/Semester 1. Instead **NMU22112** (History of the Ottoman Empire) will run in Hilary Term/Semester 2.

• **NMU22212** (Early Jewish History and Literature) will not run in Hilary Term/Semester 2. Instead **NMU22211** (Early Jewish History and Literature) will run in Michaelmas Term/Semester 1.

• **NMU33071** (THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS IN THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD) will not run in Michaelmas Term/Semester 1. Instead **NMU33072** (THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS IN THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD) will run in Hilary Term/Semester 2.

• **NMU33052** (INTO/OUT OF EGYPT: BIBLICAL NARRATIVES AND POPULAR CULTURE) will not run in Hilary Term/Semester 2. Instead, **NMU33051** (INTO/OUT OF EGYPT: BIBLICAL NARRATIVES AND POPULAR CULTURE) Michaelmas Term/Semester 1.

Information regarding Open Modules available from School of Religion, Theology and Peace Studies

Module information regarding the open modules available in the School of Religion, Theology and Peace Studies can be found [here](#).